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Abstract

The formation of colloidal crystals is of interest in many fields, especially because of their

optical properties. These properties are dictated by the colloidal arrangement. It is known

that introducing particles with different size can change the structure of crystals and thus

their resultant optical properties. To better understand how specific arrangements of parti-

cles can be obtained, a detailed understanding of the formation mechanisms is needed.

The influence of particle size distribution on the formation of colloidal crystals is studied

by means of Brownian dynamics simulations performed with different types of interaction

potentials. Crystal formation is first analyzed in systems containing homogeneous particles,

then in systems with a size distribution.

It is shown that the interaction potential has a strong influence on the colloidal arrange-

ment. For homogeneous particles, the width of the potential well affects the aggregate shape:

a larger width leads to more elongated structures. When a size distribution is introduced,

aggregation becomes more difficult, since the number of isolated colloids increases, and aggre-

gates become disordered regardless the interaction potentials. Depending on the interaction

potential, differences in the aggregates are observed. These differences are rationalized in

terms of the specific features of the different potentials.
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1. Introduction1

The understanding of the colloid behavior is important in many fields ranging from food2

industry to pharmacology and ceramics. To better understand this behavior, mesoscopic3

simulations using colloids as elemental entities can be performed. Numerous simulations4

have already been done for example in Brownian dynamics simulations [1, 2, 3, 4]. Gener-5

ally, in such simulations, a homogeneous size is chosen for each kind of particles. However,6

experimentally, there is always a size distribution for the particles. To better understand7

how a size distribution can affect the results of simulations, it is proposed here to perform8

simulations for which ordering of colloids can be obtained.9

Ordered aggregates or colloidal crystals have already been intensively studied because of their10

use in various fields ranging from optics to ceramics [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Numerous studies both11

experimental and numerical have shown that hard-sphere or repulsive colloids are able to12

form ordered structures when concentrated [5, 10, 11]. Experimentally, ordered structures13

can be obtained for example by sedimentation or by evaporative self assembly [12, 8]. More14

recently, it has also been shown that weakly attractive particles are also able to form ordered15

structures. For example, binary systems where particles interact via a weakly attractive po-16

tential can form colloidal crystals [13]. Another example is the possibility to order colloids17

modified by DNA via low energy attractive interactions [14]. From the point of view of18

numerical simulations, Bochicchio et al. have already shown that ordered aggregates can be19

observed with a weakly attractive potential based on the DLVO theory by choosing a well20

depth of around 3-4 kBT [15].21

For colloidal crystals, structural defects have consequences for the desired properties. For ex-22

ample, defects can lead to a change in the reflective color of the crystals [16]. A key factor in23

minimizing the formation of defects is the use of homogeneous particle sizes. Nakawaga et al.24

have shown, that the crystallinity of the colloidal crystals they synthesize is strongly linked25

to the size uniformity of the nanoparticles used [17]. Disparity in size leads to a reduction in26

crystallinity. Liu et al. have studied in details the effect of particle size distribution on the27

formation of colloidal crystals based on polystyrene particles [18]. By adding irregularly sized28

particles to their system, they showed that crystallinity depends on both the concentration29

and size of the added particles. Modifying the size distribution of the particles enables them30

to control defects, which could be a way of controlling the optical properties of the resulting31
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crystals.32

In this paper, we propose to study the effect of particle size inhomogeneity in Brownian33

dynamics simulations. To this end, we focus on a system similar to that studied by Bochic-34

chio et al., which features particles interacting with weakly attractive interaction potentials35

and capable of forming ordered aggregates [15]. First, we will analyze how aggregates are36

ordered when all particles have the same size, as a function of different interaction potentials.37

Then we will analyze how particle size distribution modifies the simulation results focusing38

in particular on the organization of aggregates.39

2. Simulation methods40

In this paper, the aggregation and organization of colloids subjected to low-intensity at-41

tractive interactions is studied. The effect of two kinds of interaction potentials is analyzed:42

the DLVO potential [19] and the generalized Lennard Jones potential [20].43

The system used in this paper is similar to the one presented in reference [15]. Alumina par-44

ticles with a mean radius of a = 250 nm suspended in water are considered. The interaction45

between particles will first be modeled using a DLVO potential. This potential is composed46

of an attractive part due to van der Waals forces and a repulsive part due to electrostatic47

repulsion. The van der Waals component can be expressed as [19]:48

UvdW
ij (rij) = −A

6

[
2aiaj

r2ij−(ai+aj)2
+

2aiaj
r2ij−(ai−aj)2

+ ln
(
r2ij−(ai+aj)

2

r2ij−(ai−aj)2

)]
, (1)

where A is the Hamaker constant (here A = 4.76×10−20 J)[21], ai the radius of particle i and49

rij the distance between particles i and j. The electrostatic repulsion is described by [22]:50

U el
ij (rij) = 2πε

aiaj
ai + aj

ψ2

[
ln

(
1 + e−κhij

1 − e−κhij

)
+ ln (1 − e−2κhij)

]
, (2)

where ψ is the surface potentials of the particles, ε = ε0εr the dielectric constant of the solvent51

(here εr = 81), and κ the inverse Debye screening length. In the following, ψ = 0.1 V and52

κ = 2.8× 108 m−1 are used. The well depth of the interaction potential is then 3.3 kBT , with53

kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature (here T = 293 K). This value allows us to54

observe the organization of aggregates [15]. A plot of this potential is shown in Figure 1(a).55

The well depth of the DLVO potential is size dependant. If the interacting particles are56
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Figure 1: a) Interaction potentials in units of kBT as a function of distance between particles. (b) DLVO

potential in units of kBT as a function of distance between particles for particles of size 200, 250 and 300 nm.

larger, the potential well becomes deeper. Conversely, for interactions between smaller par-57

ticles, the well is shallower (see plots of DLVO potential with a = 200 nm and a = 300 nm in58

Figure 1(b)).59

60

The aggregation obtained using the DLVO potential will be compared to those obtained61

using a generalized Lennard Jones potential defined as follows:62

ULJ
ij (rij) = 4ε

[(
ai + aj
rij

)n
−
(
ai + aj
rij

)n/2]
(3)

with ε the well depth. The value of n influences the shape and the range of the interaction63

potential. Initially n=36 will be used, as it has already been done in a previous work [20].64

This value allows us to obtain the same range of interaction as for the DLVO potential, that65

means that particles will interact over similar approach distances. However, the width of66

the potential well depth is larger than that of the DLVO potential. As a comparison, n=6067

will also be used, which gives a width of well depth similar to that of DLVO potential. In68

this case, the range of interaction will be shorter. In order to compare only the impact of69

the shape of the potential, all the simulations are carried out with ε = 3.3 kBT which is the70

value of the DLVO potential well depth for particles with a = 250 nm. Thereafter, LJ36 and71
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LJ60 refer to simulations carried out with n=36 and n=60 respectively. In contrast to the72

DLVO potential, the potential well depth of LJ36 or LJ60 do not vary with particle size. The73

different potentials used in this study are shown in the Figure 1(a). All the potentials will74

be cut at rij = rc = 1.15(ai + aj).75

76

Brownian dynamics simulations are performed with 10,000 particles in a cubic box with77

periodic conditions. Initially, particles are randomly distributed in the simulation box. The78

size of the box is defined so that the volume fraction of particles is equal to 6%. To understand79

the influence of particle size dispersion on aggregation, a particle size distribution is intro-80

duced by randomly choosing the particle size in a normal distribution with mean a = 250 nm81

and standard deviations ranging from 0.01a to 0.1a. More specifically, the distribution effect82

with a standard deviation of 0.01a, 0.025a, 0.05a and 0.1a will be studied. One condition83

to use the Brownian dynamics simulations is to choose a time step being higher than the84

velocity relaxation time of each particle, while being also sufficiently small to ensure that the85

interaction forces do not change significantly during one integration step [2]. To satisfy these86

conditions, it was chosen to restrict the particle size between 0.8a and 1.2a. Examples of the87

size distributions used in simulations for the different standard deviations mentioned before88

are shown in Figure 2. In the following, simulations carried out with a standard deviation of89

0.01a, 0.025a, 0.05a and 0.1a will be denoted by σ = 0.01, 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1, respectively.90

The time step of the simulations has been fixed at 1.5 × 10−7 s. Simulations have been per-91

formed with different home-made simulations codes running on CPU or on GPU based on92

OPENCL [23] or on CUDA. Results are averaged over three independant simulations.93

94

3. Results and discussion95

3.1. Aggregation without size dispersion96

First, the aggregation without size dispersion is analyzed. Snapshots of Brownian dy-97

namics simulations obtained at t = 300 s are shown in Figure 3.98

Whatever the interaction potential used, the aggregates are organized and isolated parti-99

cles remain. To quantify the organization, order parameters P12 indicating the percentage of100

particles with 12 first neighbors and P6 indicating the percentage of particles with 6 second101
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Figure 2: Examples of the size distributions used in simulations for the different standard deviations: (a)

σ = 0.01, (b) σ = 0.025, (c) σ =0.05 and (d) σ =0.1.

Figure 3: Snapshots of Brownian dynamics simulations at 300 s: (a) DLVO, (b) LJ36 and (c) LJ60.
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Figure 4: Evolution in time for the two order parameters P12 and P6 obtained for the different potentials

DLVO, LJ36 and LJ60.

neighbors are analyzed (see Figure 4). The distance used to identify the first and second102

neighbors are based on an analysis of the radial distribution functions.103

In all cases, P12 and P6 increase during the simulations confirming an ordering in the104

simulation. The values seem to indicate that order is more important in the aggregates105

obtained with the DLVO and LJ60 potentials than with the LJ36 potential. On the other106

hand, the shape of the aggregates obtained is different for LJ36 compared to DLVO and LJ60107

(see Figure 5). The aggregates obtained with LJ36 are more elongated.108

The aggregates obtained with LJ36 are the result of the coalescence of smaller aggre-109

gates that seem to rearrange little into a compact shape. Various tests are carried out to110

understand this difference in organization. Previous studies have shown that the ability of111

an aggregate to reorganize may be linked to the ability of the particles to detach [15]. To112

examine this property with different potentials, simulations are carried out to quantify the113

average dissociation time of a dimer. To do this, Brownian dynamics simulations are carried114

out by considering only two particles initially placed so that their separation distance is that115

of the minimum of the interaction potential. The dissociation time corresponds to the time116
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Figure 5: Snapshots of representative isolated aggregates obtained at 300 s in Brownian dynamics simulations:

(a) DLVO, (b) LJ36 and (c) LJ60. Np is the number of particles in the aggregates.

taken for the particles to stop interacting, i.e. the time required for them to be at a separa-117

tion distance greater than 3.3a. The average dissociation time obtained over 200 simulations118

was measured at t = 6.42 × 10−2 s, t = 8.93 × 10−2 s and t = 3.02 × 10−2 s respectively for119

DLVO, LJ36 and LJ60. The dissociation times are lower for the latter potential, indicating a120

greater ability of the particles to dissociate in these systems, allowing the aggregates to locally121

reorganize better. However, the dissociation times obtained with LJ36 and DLVO are not122

so different and do not fully explain the difference in aggregate shape. The main difference123

between these two potentials is the width of the well depth, which is larger for LJ36. Because124

of the potential width, not only neighbor particles but also second neighbors may play a role125

in the ordering. The second-neighbor interactions on nucleus has thus been investigating by126

analyzing the energy of a compact aggregate made up of 13 particles (icosaedre) during a127

Brownian dynamics simulations. This structure has been chosen because it is compact and128

can be considered as a first nucleus. Results show that the energy of the system is lower129

when using LJ36 than when using DLVO or LJ60. The lowest energy obtained in DLVO is130

−199.6 kBT , in LJ60 −203.2 kBT and in LJ36 −227.0 kBT . As already discussed, this differ-131

ence can be attributed to the interaction width of the LJ36 potential well depth. Since this132

width is larger than that of the two other potentials, with LJ36 the second neighbors will133

also interact and organize themselves locally to minimize the total energy of the aggregate.134

As a consequence with this potential, nuclei may form more easily and have a sufficiently low135

energy to allow rapid crystal growth. Once the crystal nuclei are formed, aggregates continue136

to grow by coalescence, resulting in the formation of elongated aggregates. The narrower well137

depth of the LJ60 and DLVO potential wells, on the other hand, makes the reorganization of138
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Figure 6: Snapshots of simulations at t = 300 s as a function of the radius dispersion: first row: DLVO

potential, second row: LJ36 potential and third row: LJ60 potential.

aggregates more difficult, and the nuclei should be less energetically stable. Nuclei should be139

more difficult to stabilize, leading to later crystallization (see Figure 4). At the initial stage140

of aggregation, the P6 and P12 parameters increase indeed faster for LJ36 than for LJ60 and141

DLVO. In summary, the LJ60 and DLVO potentials, which have similar well potentials in142

terms of well value and width, give similar simulation results. On the other hand, the LJ36143

potential results in a different aggregation which can be explained by a larger potential well144

width.145

3.2. Aggregation with size dispersion146

Experimentally, particles are always dispersed in size. Studies have already shown that147

differences in particle size lead to changes in crystallization. To understand the impact148

of particle size dispersion in the previous simulations, the simulations were repeated with149

particle sizes varying according to a Gaussian distribution. The results obtained are shown150

in Figures 6 and 7.151

For the dispersion σ = 0.01, there is no significant effect on the aggregates’ organization.152
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Figure 7: Evolution in time for the two order parameters P12 and P6 obtained with different radius distribution

for : (a) DLVO potential, (b) LJ36 potential and (c) LJ60 potential.
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Aggregates can accommodate the small size variations. However, whatever the interaction153

potentials used, results show that the aggregates become disordered with a dispersion greater154

than or equal to σ = 0.05. This observation is in agreement with experiments, which demon-155

strate that size dispersion leads to disorganized aggregates [17]. As for σ = 0.025, there is156

a difference between the potentials. According to the analyses of P6 parameters, with this157

dispersion, aggregates obtained with DLVO seem more disordered than the ones obtained158

with the two kinds of generalized Lennard Jones potentials. Given that the size distributions159

are the same in the different simulations, this observation is due to the interaction potential.160

When the size dispersion increases, an increase in the number of isolated particles is also161

observed, whatever the potential (see Table 1). An analysis of the average size of the isolated162

particles shows that their average radius is smaller than that of the distribution (a = 250 nm).163

Table 1: Averaged number of isolated particles nisolated and averaged radius of isolated particles aisolated

observed in Brownian dynamics simulation at t = 300 s for the different interaction potentials. Results are

averaged over three independant simulations

DLVO LJ36 LJ60

distribution nisolated aisolated (nm) nisolated aisolated (nm) nisolated aisolated (nm)

σ = 0 321.7 250.0 61.3 250.0 346.3 250.0

σ = 0.01 310.0 249.8 72.3 249.5 384.0 249.9

σ = 0.025 534.7 248.5 118.3 249.4 630.3 249.7

σ = 0.05 1039.7 246.5 210.0 247.8 1426.3 247.5

σ = 0.1 1416.0 232.5 210.0 249.5 1624.3 246.6

164

Figure 8 shows the percentage of isolated particles as a function of their size in the case165

σ = 0.1. For the two generalized Lennard Jones potentials, the percentage of isolated particles166

decreases slightly with the size of particles. However, for the simulation with the DLVO167

potential, it is clearly observed that the smallest particles are more isolated than the largest168

ones. These evolutions are in agreement with the observation of the average radius of isolated169

particles. The decrease in the percentage of isolated particles with their size suggests that170

regardless of the potential used, the smallest particles have more difficulty to aggregate and171

remain more isolated. This can explain the increase of the number of isolated particles with172
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the increase in size dispersion. Indeed, whatever the interaction potential used, an increase173

in size dispersion leads to an increase in the number of smaller-than-average particles, which174

will have more difficulty in aggregating and thus will tend to remain isolated. Different175

reasons could explain this phenomenon. First, smallest particles, because of their smaller176

mass, could have a higher vibration frequency in the well and escape more easily from the177

potential well depth and therefore not be bound. Moreover, because of their size, small178

particles are more difficult to bind to several other particles. Insertion of small particles179

into an aggregate could also create geometric constraints, which results in larger network180

distorsions often less stable. It has already been shown experimentally that the insertion of181

small particles of irregular size leads to more disordered structures than larger particles [18].182

This should lead to a preferential localization of small particles on the surface of aggregates,183

or even to their isolation, to minimize distortion and therefore the system energy.184

However, it can be noted that the smallest particles are more isolated when using the DLVO185

potential. This can be explained because the DLVO interaction is size dependant and when186

the particle become smaller, they interact by a shallower potential well (see Figure 1(b)).187

The decrease of the well depth makes the bonding of small particles less stable compared188

to the other potentials, resulting in more small particles remaining isolated with the DLVO189

potential.190

Let’s now look at how size distribution affects the distribution of particles in aggregates.191

This analysis is carried out more specifically on systems with σ = 0.1. In the Figure 9a,192

isolated aggregates are represented with particles colored according to their radius. The193

images in the top row show the aggregate from the front, allowing us to analyze the aggregate194

surface. To better understand the distribution of particles within the aggregates, cross-195

sections are also shown below. In the case of the DLVO potential, there are fewer large196

particles on the surface than with the generalized Lennard Jones potentials (see red or orange197

particles in Figure 9a). On the other hand, particles with the largest radii are clearly present198

at the cross-sectional level. To better quantify this, the number of coordination of the199

aggregated particles as a function of their radius is reported in Figure 9b. The general trend200

is an increase of the coordination number with the radius of particles. Geometrically, larger201

particles are likely to have more neighbors than smaller ones. However, it can be noticed that202

the curves for LJ potentials do not show a monotonic increase, while the trend observed for203
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Figure 8: Percentage of isolated particles as a function of size at t = 300 s for σ =0.1. Results are obtained

on one simulation. The percentage is expressed as the ratio of the number of isolated particles with a size

within the interval under consideration to the total number of particles with a size within this interval.

DLVO is continuous and monotonic. For DLVO potential, the larger the particle radius is, the204

greater is the coordination number. This is consistent with the fact that large particles are205

located preferably inside the aggregates. The curves of the coordination numbers show also206

that the trend is less pronounced for the generalized Lennard Jones potentials and particles207

of different sizes are better distributed in the aggregates.208

According to these results, including a size distribution has not exactly the same effect209

when using the DLVO or the generalized Lennard Jones potentials. The difference can210

be explained by the dependency of the well depth with the size of particles. As already211

mentioned, for the Lennard Jones potentials, changing the sizes of particles has indeed no212

effect on the interaction potential. The effect of size dispersion can be explained only by213

geometrical constraints and by the higher mobility of small particles. However, as already214

mentioned the DLVO potential is size dependant and when particles size increases, the well215

becomes deeper (see Figure 1(b)). To reduce the energy of the system, with the DLVO216

potential, it is then better to have aggregation between the largest particles. Thus, the biggest217

particles will tend to aggregate together with the maximum compacity and the smallest ones218

will essentially be expelled from the aggregate center and even detached. This will result219
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Figure 9: (a) Snapshots of an isolated aggregate obtained in simulations at t = 300 s for σ = 0.1: on the

top aggregate seen from front and below, cross-section of the aggregate. Particles are colored according to

their radius. (b) Coordination number of particles in aggregates as a function of their radius at t = 300 s for

σ = 0.1. Results are averaged over 3 simulations.

in a different distribution of particles in the system to that observed with the generalized220

Lennard Jones potentials. As already mentioned, Figure 7 shows that aggregates obtained for221

σ = 0.025 are more disordered with the DLVO potential than with the generalized Lennard222

Jones potentials. This can also be explained by the interactions between particles. According223

to Figure 1(b), the separation distance where is found the minimum of well depth of DLVO224

potential, decreases with the size of particles. In that case, even if the size of particles is225

not so different (σ < 0.05), when aggregating, larger particles will tend to approach more226

each other. This will cause some distorsions in the particle network and render more difficult227

the ordering and the values of the order parameters will decrease. On the contrary, particles228

interacting with the generalized Lennard Jones potentials will be able to maintain an ordered229

network until the size dispersion implies geometrical constrains because they will stay at the230

same distance.231

These results show that to understand the effect of size distribution in real systems, it is232

important to describe the interactions between particles accurately, as they can be size-233

dependent and consequently induce different behaviors.234
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4. Conclusion235

In this paper, crystallization using attractive potentials is analyzed. First, aggregation236

between homogeneous particles interacting via different potentials having the same well depth237

values are studied. It has been shown that the width of the interaction potential well depth238

has consequences for the shape and degree of organization of the aggregates. A narrow well239

depth results in more spherical and organized aggregates. A larger width, on the other hand,240

produces more elongated aggregates. A larger well depth seems to facilitate the formation241

of nuclei, resulting in numerous small organized aggregates forming and then coalescing to242

form larger elongated aggregates.243

Next, the effect of introducing size dispersion was analyzed. In all cases, size dispersion led244

to the disorganization of the aggregates and an increase in the number of isolated particles.245

Aggregates obtained with σ > 0.05 are all disordered regardless the potential used. This246

result is in agreement with the results found in literature showing that particles of irregular247

size affect the microstructure of colloidal crystals [16, 18, 17]. However, the study also shows248

that the interaction potentials between the colloids can affect differently the distribution249

of particles both in aggregates and in isolated particles. There is a non trivial effect of250

the interaction potentials. Interaction potentials that give similar results with particles of251

identical size may give indeed different results when a particle size distribution is introduced.252

The difference is explained by a change of the potential well depth as a function of particle253

size.254

To conclude, this study opens new perspective to control defects in the crystal and therefore255

their properties by modifying the interactions between particles. From a more general point256

of view, it also shows that results of simulations can be impacted by a size distribution.257

Depending of the properties studied numerically, it can thus be necessary to consider a size258

dispersion, which is always present in experiments.259
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